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Payment for employees is on

an per hour basis or a

monthly wage. Can be

eligible for overtime pay.

An employee usually works under

the supervision of others and is

strictly instructed on how the job

is done.They have no control over

working hours and resources.

The employee contract is more
complicated and gives benefits
to the employee so that they stay
loyal and grow the company's
assets. There are predetermined
clauses.

An employee typically works

for one employer only. They

are trained to do the specified

work at a designated

location. 

The company pays taxes on

behalf of employees. There

is a tax deduction from the

monthly pay. 

Employees are entitled to

benefits such as health

insurance, retirement plan,

vacation days, unemployment

benefits, etc.

Hiring employees is not easy from a legal point
of view - there is a lot to take care of but all is
necessary to avoid legal problems and claims
from employees classified wrongly as
contractors.

Many companies choose to classify
employees as contractors because it's

easier and cheaper. However, this is the
wrong way to hire. Make sure you review
your employees status to make sure they

are properly compensated. 

Contractors usually handle

their insurance and

retirement plans on their

own and are not eligible for

company benefits. 

Generally, companies do not

pay taxes on behalf of

contractors. They  manage

their own tax files.

The contractor and the

 company sign a contract for

each job that is negotiable. 

Contractor's fee is usually

decided upon before the

project begins and is set.

They  issue invoices per

work completed.

A contractor uses their own tools,

skills, knowledge and workspace

to complete tasks. The employer

can not control the process.

A contractor may work for

multiple companies on per

project basis. Their

workspace and hours are up

to them.
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For small businesses t hat  hire bot h employees and independent
cont ract ors, it  is import ant  t o know t he diff erence. Employees and

cont ract ors are considered diff erent  f or t axat ion, cont rol and liabilit y
purposes. While it  is cheaper and easier t o hire cont ract ors, not hing beat s

t he loyalt y and dedicat ion of  a long t erm employee.
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